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(AP) - Two men were among the three

Pakistanis confirmed to have been
infected with the Ebola virus in the
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densely populated port city of Karachi,
officials said Wednesday. The sick
Pakistani men are hospitalized in

isolation after having visited the Indian
city of Mumbai. They are being

monitored by Pakistani health officials
and the World Health Organization,

according to Dr. Ejaz Ahmad Khan, the
city’s public health officer. “If they are
found to be a potential Ebola patient,
then after proper tests, they will be

isolated in the hospital and under strict
observation,” Khan said. Health

officials would not provide further
details about the patients, but a

spokesman for the Health Department,
Zafar Ahmed, told The Associated
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Press that the group includes a
physician, a businessman and a human

resources worker. Khan said that people
who showed symptoms of fever and
vomiting after visiting the cities of
Bhuj and Surat in India were being

monitored. Two other Karachi residents
also were diagnosed with a fever after

they returned
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